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Abstract

In this chapter, we explore ways to answer queries on large multi-dimensional data efficiently. Given a large dataset, a user often wants to access only a relatively small number of the records. Such a selection process is typically performed through an SQL query in a database management system (DBMS). In general, the most effective technique to accelerate the query answering process is indexing. For this reason, our primary emphasis is to review indexing techniques for large datasets. Since much of scientific data is not under the management of DBMS systems, our review includes many indexing techniques outside of DBMS systems as well. Among the known indexing methods, bitmap indexes are particularly well suited for answering such queries on large scientific data. Therefore, more details are given on the state of the art of bitmap indexing techniques. This chapter also briefly touches on some emerging data analysis systems that don’t yet make use of indexes. We present some evidence that these systems could also benefit from the use of indexes.

1 Introduction

One of the primary goals of a data management system (DBMS) is to retrieve the records under its control upon user request. In the SQL language, such retrievals are typically formed as queries. Answering these queries efficiently is a key design objective of a data management system. To achieve this goal, one needs to consider many issues including data organization, available methods for accessing the data, user interface, effective query execution planning, and the overall system design. Other chapters in this book have touched on many of these issues. In this chapter, we primarily focus on the aspects that have the most direct influence on the efficiency of query processing, which primarily include three of them: the data organization, access methods and query execution planning [67, 25, 47, 79, 99, 39].

Usually a query can be answered in different ways, for example, the tables and columns involved may be retrieved in different orders or through different access methods [44, 81, 23]. However, these choices are built on top of a set of good access methods and data organizations. Therefore, we choose to concentrate more on the issues of data organizations and access methods. Furthermore, many common types of queries on scientific data do not require complex execution plans as we explain in the next section. Thus optimizing the execution plan is less important than the other two issues. Furthermore, much of the scientific data is not under the control of a DBMS system, but are under the control of some stand-alone systems or emerging scientific data management systems. A discussion on the core data access methods and data organizations may influence the design and implementation of such systems.

On the issue of data organization, a fundamental principle of the database research is the separation of logical data organization from the physical data organization. Since most data management systems are based on software that does not have direct control of the physical organization on secondary storage systems, we primarily concentrate on logical organization in this chapter. One common metaphor of logical
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data organization is the relational data model, consisting of tables with rows and columns. Some times, a row is also called a tuple, a data record, or a data object; while a column is also known as an attribute of a record, or a variable in a dataset.

There are two basic strategies of partitioning a table: the row-oriented organization that places all columns of a row together, and the column-oriented organization that places all rows of a column together. The row-oriented organization is also called the horizontal data organization, while the column-oriented organization is also known as the vertical data organization. There are many variations based on these two basic organizations, for example, a large table is often horizontally split into partitions, where each partition is then further organized horizontally or vertically. Since the organization of a partition typically has more impact on query processing, our discussion will center around how the partitions are organized. The data organization of a system is typically fixed, therefore to discuss data organization we can not avoid touching on different systems even though they have been discussed elsewhere already, most notably, Chapter 11 has extensive information about systems with vertical data organizations.

This chapter primarily focuses on access methods and mostly on indexing techniques to speed up data accesses in query processing. Because these methods can be implemented in software and have great potential of improving query performance, there have been extensive research activities on this subject. To motivate our discussion, we review key characteristics of scientific data and queries in the next section. In Section 3, we present a taxonomy of index methods. In the following two sections, we review some well-known index methods with Section 4 on single column indexing and Section 5 on multi-dimensional indexing. Given that scientific data are often high-dimensional data, we present a type of index that have been demonstrated to work well with this type of data. This type of index is the bitmap index; we devote Section 6 to discussing the recent advances on the bitmap index. In Section 7 we revisit the data organization issue by examining a number of emerging data processing systems with unusual data organizations. All these systems do not yet use any indexing methods. We present a small test to demonstrate that even such systems could benefit from an efficient indexing method.

2 Characteristics of Scientific Data

Scientific databases are massive datasets accumulated through scientific experiments, observations, and computations. New and improved instrumentations now provide not only better data precision but also capture data at a much faster rate, resulting in large volumes of data. Ever increasing computing power is leading to ever larger and more realistic computation simulations, which also produce large volumes of data. Analysis of these massive datasets by domain scientists often involve finding some specific data items that have some characteristics of particular interest. Unlike the traditional information management system (IMS), such as management of bank records in the 70’s and 80’s, where the database consisted of a few megabytes of records that have a small number of attributes, scientific databases typically consist of terabytes of data (or billions of records), that have hundreds of attributes. Scientific databases are generally organized as datasets. Often these datasets are not under the management of traditional DBMS system, but merely appears as a collection of files under certain directory structure or following certain naming convention. Usually, the files follow a format or schema agreed among the domain scientists.

An example of such a scientific dataset with hundreds of attributes is the data from the High Energy Physics (HEP) STAR experiments [87], that maintains billions of data items (referred to as events), on over hundred attributes. Most of the data files are in a format called ROOT [18, 70]. To search for a subset of the billions of events that satisfy some conditions based on a small number of attributes, requires special data handling techniques beyond traditional database systems. We address specifically some of the techniques for efficiently searching through massively large scientific datasets in this Chapter.

The need for efficient search and subset extraction from very large datasets is motivated by the requirements of numerous applications in both scientific domains and statistical analysis. Here are some such application domains:

- high energy physics and nuclear data generations from experiments and simulations,
remotely-sensed or in-situ observations in the earth and space sciences, e.g., data observations used in climate models,

seismic sounding of the earth for petroleum geophysics (or similar signal processing endeavors in acoustics/oceanography),

radio astronomy, nuclear magnetic resonance, synthetic aperture radar, etc.,

large-scale supercomputer-based models in computational fluid dynamics (e.g., aerospace, meteorology, geophysics, astrophysics), quantum physics and chemistry, etc.

medical (tomographic) imaging (e.g., CAT, PET, MRI),

computational chemistry,

bioinformatic, bioengineering and genetic sequence mapping,

intelligence gathering, fraud detection and security monitoring,

geographic mapping and cartography

census, financial and other “statistical” data.

Some of these applications are discussed in [95, 92, 36]. Compared with the traditional databases managed by commercial database management systems (DBMS), one immediate distinguishing property of scientific datasets is that there is almost never any simultaneous read and write access to the same set of data records. Most scientific datasets are Read-Only or Append-Only. Therefore, there is a potential to significantly relax the ACID properties observed by a typical DBMS system. This may give rise to different types of data access methods and different ways of organizing them as well.

Consider a typical database in astrophysics. The archived data include observational parameters such as the detector, the type of the observation, coordinates, astronomical object, exposure time, etc. Besides the use of data mining techniques to identify features, users need to perform queries based on physical parameters such as magnitude of brightness, redshift, spectral indexes, morphological type of galaxies, and photometric properties, etc., to easily discover the object types contained in the archive. The search usually can be expressed as constraints on some of these properties, and the objects satisfying the conditions are retrieved and sent downstream to other processing steps such as statistics gathering and visualization.

The datasets from most scientific domains (with the possible exception of bioinformatics and genome data), can be mostly characterized as time varying arrays. Each element of the array often corresponds to some attribute of the points or cells in 2- or 3-dimensional space. Examples of such attributes are temperature, pressure, wind velocity, moisture, cloud cover and so on in a climate model. Datasets encountered in scientific data management can be characterized along three principle dimensions:

**Size:** This the number of data records maintained in the database. Scientific datasets are typically very large and grow over time to be terabytes or petabytes. This translates to millions or billions of data records. The data may span hundreds to thousands of disk storage units and are often are archived on robotic tapes.

**Dimensionality:** The number of searchable attributes of the datasets may be quite large. Often, a data record can have a large number of attributes and scientists may want to conduct searches based on dozens or hundreds of attributes. For example, a record of a High-Energy collision in the STAR experiment [87] is about 5 MB in size, and the physicists involved in the experiment have decided to make 200 or so high-level attributes searchable [101].
Time: This concerns the rate at which the data content evolves over time. Often, scientific datasets are constrained to be *Append-Only* as opposed to frequent random insertions and deletions as is typically encountered in commercial IMS databases.

The use of traditional database management systems such as ORACLE, Sybase and Objectivity have not had much success in scientific data management. These have had only limited applications. For example a traditional relational database management system, e.g., MySQL, is used to manage the metadata, while the principal datasets are managed by domain specific data management systems such as ROOT [18, 70]. It has been argued by Gray et al. [35], that managing the metadata with a non-procedural data manipulation language combined with *data indexing* is essential when analyzing scientific datasets.

Index schemes that efficiently process queries on scientific datasets are only effective if they are built within the framework of the underlying physical data organization understood by the computational processing model. One example of a highly successful index method is the bitmap index method [4, 102, 103, 48, 21], that is elaborated upon in some detail in Section 6. To understand why traditional database management systems and their accompanying index methods such as B-tree, hashing, R-Trees, etc., have been less effective in managing scientific datasets, we examine some of the characteristics of these applications.

**Data Organizational Framework:** Many of the existing scientific datasets are stored in custom-formatted files and may come with their own analysis systems. ROOT is a very successful example of such a system [18, 70]. Much of astrophysics data are stored in FITS format [41] and many other scientific datasets are stored in NetCDF format [61] and HDF format [42]. Most of these formats including FITS, NetCDF and HDF, are designed to store arrays, which can be thought of as a vertical data organization. However, ROOT organizes data as objects and is essentially row-oriented.

**High Performance Computing (HPC):** Data analysis and computational science applications, e.g., Climate Modeling, have application codes that run on high performance computing environments that involve hundreds or thousands of processors. Often these parallel application codes utilize a library of data structures for hierarchical structured grids where the grid points are associated with a list of attribute values. Examples of such applications include finite element, finite difference and adaptive mesh refinement method (AMR). To efficiently output the data from the application programs, the data records are often organized in the same way as they are computed. The analysis programs have to reorganize them into a coherent logical view, which add some unique challenges for data access methods.

**Data Intensive I/O:** Often highly parallel computations in HPC also perform data intensive data inputs and outputs. A natural approach to meet the I/O throughput requirements in HPC is the use of parallel I/O and parallel file systems. To meet the I/O bandwidth requirements in HPC, the parallel counterparts of data formats such as NetCDF and HDF/HDF5 are applied to provide consistent partitioning of the dataset into chunks that are then striped over disks of a parallel file system. While such partitioning is efficient during computations that produce the data, the same partitioning is usually inefficient for later data analysis. Reorganization of the data or an index structure is required to improve the efficiency of the data analysis operations.

**None-Transactional ACID Properties:** Most scientific applications do not access data for analysis while concurrently updated the same data records. The new data records are usually added to the data in large chunks. This allows the data management system to treat access control in a much more optimistic manner than it is possible with traditional DBMS systems. This feature will be particularly important as data management systems evolve to take advantage of multi-core architectures and clusters of such multi-core computers, where concurrent accesses to data is a necessity.
3 A Taxonomy of Index Methods

An access method defines a data organization, the data structures and the algorithms for accessing individual data items that satisfy some query criteria. For example, given \( N \) records, each with \( k \) attributes, one very simple access method is that of a sequential scan. The records are stored in \( N \) consecutive locations and for any query, the entire set of records is examined one after the other. For each record, the query condition is evaluated and if the condition is satisfied, the record is reported as a hit of the query. The data organization for such a sequential scan is called the heap. A general strategy to accelerate this process is to augment the heap with an index scheme.

An index scheme is the data structure and its associated algorithms that improve the data accesses such as insertions, deletions, retrievals, and query processing. The usage and preference of an index scheme for accessing a dataset is highly dependent on a number of factors including:

Dataset Size: Whether the data can be contained entirely in memory or not. Since our focus is on massively large scientific datasets, we will assume the latter with some consideration for main memory indexes when necessary.

Data Organization: The datasets may be organized into fixed size data blocks (also referred to as data chunks or buckets at times). A data block is typically defined as a multiple of the physical page size of disk storage. A data organization may be defined to allow for future insertions and deletions without impacting the speed of accessing data by the index scheme. On the other hand the data may be organized and constrained to be read-only, append-only or both. Another influencing data organization factor is whether the records are of fixed length or variable length. Of particular interest in scientific datasets are those datasets that are mapped into very large \( k \)-dimensional arrays. To partition the array into manageable units for transferring between memory and disk storage, the array is partitioned into fixed size sub-arrays called chunks. Examples of such data organization methods are NetCDF [61], HDF5 [42] and FITS [41].

Index Type: A subset of the attributes of a record that can uniquely identify a record of the dataset is referred to as the primary key. An index constructed using the primary key attributes is called the primary index, otherwise it is a secondary index. An index may also be classified as either clustered or non-clustered according to whether records whose primary keys are closely similar to each other are also stored in close proximity to each other. A metric of similarity of two keys is defined by the collating sequence order of the index keys.

Class of Queries: The adoption of a particular index scheme is also highly dependent on the types of queries that the dataset is subsequently subjected to. Let the records of a dataset have \( k \) attributes \( A = \{A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_k\} \), such that a record \( r_i = \langle a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_k \rangle \), where \( a_i \in A_i \). Typical classes of queries include:

Exact-Match: Given \( k \) values \( \langle v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_k \rangle \) an exact-match query asks for the retrieval of a record \( r_i = \langle a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_k \rangle \) such that \( a_i = v_i, 1 \leq i \leq k \).

Partial-Match: Let \( A' \subseteq A \) with \( a_j' \in A_j' \) and \( a_j \in A_j \) respectively, for \( j \leq |A'| = k' \leq k \). Given values \( \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_{k'}\} \) for the \( k' \) attributes of \( A' \), a partial-match query asks for the retrieval of all records whose attribute values match the corresponding specified value, i.e, \( a_j = v_j \), for \( a_j \in A_j', 1 \leq j \leq k' \). The exact-match query is a special class of a partial-match query.

Orthogonal-Range: For categorical attributes we assume that an ordering of the attribute values is induced by the collating sequence order of the values and for numeric attribute values the ordering is induced by their respective values. Then given \( k \) closed intervals of values \( \langle [l_1, h_1], [l_2, h_2], \ldots, [l_k, h_k] \rangle \) an orthogonal-range query asks for the retrieval of all records \( r_i = \langle a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_k \rangle \) such that \( l_i \leq a_i \leq h_i, 1 \leq i \leq k \).
Partial-Orthogonal-Range: Let \( A' \subseteq A \) with \( a'_j \in A'_j \) and \( a_j \in A_j \) respectively, for \( j \leq |A'| = k' \leq k \). Under the same assumptions of attribute values as in Orthogonal-Range query, and given values \( \langle [l_1, h_1], [l_2, h_2], \ldots, [l_{k'}, h_{k'}] \rangle \) for the \( k' \) attributes of \( A' \), a partial-orthogonal-range query asks for the retrieval of all records whose attribute values lie the respective specified intervals, i.e., \( l_j \leq a_j \leq h_j \), for \( a_j \in A'_j, 1 \leq j \leq k' \). The orthogonal-range query is a special case of a partial-orthogonal-match query. Since partial-orthogonal-range query subsumes the preceding classes we will use the measure of the efficiency of processing partial-orthogonal-range queries and the measure of the efficiency of processing partial-match queries as the comparative measures of the efficiencies of the various indexing schemes to be addressed. If the columns involved in a partial-orthogonal range query vary from one query to the next, such queries are also known as ad hoc range queries. In the above definition, the condition on each column is of the form \( l_j \leq a_j \leq h_j \). Since it specifies two boundaries of the query range, we say it is a two-sided range. If the query range only involves one boundary, e.g., \( l_j \leq a_j, a_j \leq h_j, l_j < a_j \), and \( a_j > h_j \), it is a one-sided range.

Other Query Processing Considerations: There are numerous query processing conditions that influence the design and choice of an index scheme besides the preceding ones. For example, the orthogonal range query is very straightforward to specify by a set of closed intervals. The range coverage may be circular, spherical, or some arbitrary polygonal shape. There is a considerable body of literature that covers these query classes [79].

Attribute Types: The data type of the attribute keys, plays a significant role in the selection of an index scheme used in an access method. For example when the data type is a long alphabetic string or bit-strings, the selection of index scheme may be different from that when the data type of the index is an integer value.

Index Size Constraint: The general use of an index structure is to support fast access of data items from stored datasets. One desirably feature of an index is that its size be relatively small compared to the base data. An index may contain relatively small data structures that can fit entirely in memory during a running session of the application that uses the index. The memory resident information is then used to derive the relative positions or block addresses of the desired records. Examples of these indexing schemes include inverted indexes [47], bitmap indexing [21, 103], and direct access index (or hashing [47, 79]). However, when the index structure is sufficiently large, this will require that it be stored on a disk storage system and then page-in the relevant buckets of the index into memory on demand in a manner similar to the use B-Tree index and its variants [24].

Developing an efficient access method in scientific applications is one of the first steps in implementing an efficient system for a data intensive application. The key point is to select an efficient indexing scheme for accessing the data of the application. The question that immediately arises then is what measures constitute a good metric for evaluating an efficient index scheme. Let an index scheme \( G \) be built to access \( N \) data items. For a query \( Q \), the most important metrics are the query response time and the memory requirement, how long and how much memory does it take to answer the query. Often, the query response time is dominated by I/O operations and the number of bytes (or disk sectors) read and written is some times used as a proxy of the query response time.

Additional metrics for measuring an indexing scheme include: recall denoted by \( \rho \), precision denoted by \( \pi \) and storage utilization denoted by \( \mu(G) \). Let \( r(Q) \) denote number of correct results retrieved for a query and let \( R(Q) \) denote the actual number of results returned by a query in using \( G \). Let \( c(Q) \) denote the actual number of correct results desired where \( c(Q) \leq r(Q) \leq R(Q) \). The precision is defined as the ratio of desired correct result to the number of correct results, i.e., \( \pi = \frac{c(Q)}{r(Q)} \), and the recall is the ratio of the number of correct results to the number of retrieved results, i.e., \( \rho = \frac{r(Q)}{R(Q)} \). Let \( S(G) \) denote the actual storage used by an index scheme for \( N \) data items where an average index record size is \( b \). The storage utilization is defined as \( \mu(G) = bN/S(G) \).
Another metric, sometimes considered, is the time to update the index. This is sometimes considered as two independent metrics; the *insertion* time and the *deletion* time. In scientific data management, deletions are hardly of concern.

There is a large body of literature on index structures. It is one of the highly researched subjects in Computer Science. Extensive coverage of the subject is given by [25, 47, 79, 99, 39]. Together, these books cover most of the indexing structures used in datasets and databases of various application domains. Index schemes may be classified into various classes. Figure 1 shows a taxonomy used to guide our review of known indexing methods.

The first level of classification distinguishes these schemes according to whether they are designed for memory resident datasets or disk resident datasets. Each class is then partitioned into three subclasses of whether accessing the data is by direct access method, tree-structured index or some combination of tree-structured index and a direct access method which we term as a hybrid index. Each of these subclasses can be subsequently grouped according to whether the search key is a single attribute or a combination of multiple attributes of the data item. Such combined multi-attribute index schemes are also referred to as multi-dimensional index schemes.

Since the classification of hybrid indexes is fuzzy, we will discuss them under direct access methods in this chapter. Further, to restrict the classification space to a relatively small size, we will not distinguish between single-attribute and multi-attribute indexing when we discuss both the direct-access and the hybrid index methods. There is a further level of classification that distinguishes index schemes into those that are more suitable for static data and those that more suitable of dynamic data. Most large scale scientific datasets are append-only and as such are not typically subjected to concurrent reads and writes in a manner that requires models of transactional accessing. As such, we do not consider index methods under further classification of dynamic versus static methods.

In this chapter, we focus primarily on disk-based datasets that are stored on external memory and are paged in and out of memory during processing using memory buffers or cache pools. Consequently, we address access methods, denoted as the highlighted ovals of the leaf nodes of our classification hierarchy shown in Figure 1 where we also show some examples of the indexing methods that have been used in practice. In the next sections we describe methods of accessing massively large datasets by: i) simple scans, ii) hashing, iii) single attribute indexes, iv) multi-attribute indexes, and v) hybrid schemes that are comprised of one or more combinations of hashing and scanning, hashing and tree indexes or a combination of hashing, tree index and scanning. Note also that methods that generate a single key by combining the
multiple attribute values of the data, either by concatenation or bit interleaving, and then using the generated key in a single attribute index scheme, are considered under the hybrid methods.

4 Single Attribute Index Schemes

4.1 Sequential Scan Access

A natural approach to searching unordered datasets without an index is by a simple sequential scan. This gives an $O(N)$ search time for datasets of $N$ items. Although seemingly naive and simplistic, it has the advantage that insertions are fast since new data items are simply appended at the end of the existing file. If order is maintained on either a single or combined attributes, searches can be performed in $O(\log N)$ time, using a binary search. Of course, this requires a pre-processing cost of sorting the items. As new records are added, one needs to ensure that the sorted order is preserved.

For very large high dimensional datasets, where searches are allowed on any combination of attributes, it has been shown that such simple sequential scans of processing queries can be just as effective, if not more efficient, as building and maintaining multi-dimensional indexes [97, 14, 82], particularly when nearest neighbor queries are predominant. With parallel computing and parallel file systems, a sequential scan can achieve near linear speed up with a balanced data partition. We revisit the case of sequential scans for high-dimensional datasets in Subsection 5.4.

4.2 Tree-Structured Indexing

Most applications require accessing data both sequentially and randomly. The tree structured indexing methods facilitate both of them. These indexing schemes are sometimes referred to as multi-level indexing schemes. A file organization scheme, representative of a tree structured index is the indexed sequential access method (ISAM). The index keys in the table shown in Figure 2 are first grouped into first level nodes, or blocks, of size $b$ records per node. The idea is illustrated in Figure 3 that represents the ISAM organization of the blocked indexes shown in Figure 2. In the Figure 3, $b = 2$. The lowest index keys (alternatively the largest index key), of a node, each paired with its node address, are formed into records that are organized as the next higher (or second) level index of the first level nodes. The process is recursively repeated until a single node (i.e., the root node) of size $b$ can contain all the index records that point to the lower level nodes.

![Table](image)
Searching for a record begins at the root node and proceeds to the lowest level node, i.e., the leaf node, where a pointer to the record can be found. Within each node, a sequential or binary search is used to determine the next lower level node to access. The search time for a random record is $O(\log_b(N/b))$ given a file of $N$ data items. Note that, we are concerned with indexing very large datasets so that in practice $b >> 2$. The early commercial design and implementation of the indexed sequential access method was by IBM. The acronym ISAM actually implies this design approach. In this scheme the ISAM index was mapped directly to the layout of data on a disk storage where the root level index searches gives the proper cylinder number of the record. The first track of each cylinder gives the track number and this corresponds to the second level of indexing for searches. At the lowest level, this corresponds to the locations of records within a track. A sequential scan at this level is used to locate the records. The ISAM index method is a static index method. Subsequent insertions require the records to be managed as overflow records that are periodically merged by reorganizing the entire ISAM index.

The indexed sequential organization illustrates the structural characteristic of tree-structured index schemes. To circumvent the static limitations of the ISAM, the $B$-Tree indexing scheme was developed. Detailed coverage of the $B$-Tree and its variants such as $B^+$-Tree, $B^*$-Tree Prefix-$B$-Tree are given in [9, 25, 24, 47]. The $B$-Tree is a dynamic height-balanced index scheme that grows and shrinks by recursively splitting and merging nodes from the lowest level of the index tree up to the root node. The VSAM file organization [55], is a $B^+$-Tree that is mapped directly to the layout of data on disk storage.

Tree-structured index schemes typically maintain the fixed-sized keys, such as integers or fixed length character strings, in the index nodes. When the keys are variable length strings, then rather than storing the entire keys, only sufficient strings of leading characters that form separator keys, are stored. This is the basic idea of the prefix-$B$-Tree. An alternative index method for long alphabetic strings is the use of a trie [39, 47, 79, 99]. Suppose the keys are formed from a domain of alphabet set $\Sigma$ with cardinality $|\Sigma|$. Each node of the trie-index at level $i$ is comprised of all occurrences of the distinct $i^{th}$ characters of keys with the same $i - 1$ prefix string. A node in a trie index structure has size of at most $|\Sigma|$ entries where each entry is pair of a character and a pointer to the lower level node.

A special kind of trie, called the suffix tree [39, 47, 43, 37], can be used to index all suffixes in a text in order to carry out fast full or partial text searches. A basic trie implementation has the disadvantage of having single path which is not space efficient. A more efficient space efficient implementation of a trie index is the PATRICIA index [58, 47]. PATRICIA stands for Practical Algorithm to Retrieve Information coded in Alphanumeric. Tries are the fundamental index schemes for string oriented databases, e.g., very large text database used in information retrieval problems, genome sequence database, bio-informatics, etc. Tries can be perceived as generic index methods with variants such as Suffix-Trees, String B-Trees and Burst Tries [39, 43, 37, 47, 31, 99].

---

**Figure 3:** Illustrative Tree-Structured Index by ISAM organization. The data blocks are labeled I0, ..., I2, B0, ..., B3.
4.3 Hashing Schemes

Hashing methods are mechanisms for accessing records by the address of a record. The address is computed using a key of the record; usually the primary key or some unique combination of attribute values of the record. The method involves a set of \( n \) disk blocks also termed buckets with index values numbered from 0 to \( n - 1 \). A bucket is a unit of storage containing one or more records. For each record \( (k_i, r_i) \), whose key is \( k_i \) and entire record is \( r_i \), a hash function \( H() \) is used to compute the bucket address \( I \) where the record is stored, i.e., \( I = H(k_i) \). The result \( I \) of computing the hash function, forms the index into the array of buckets or data blocks that hold the records. A hashing scheme can either be static or dynamic.

In static hashing, the number of buckets is pre-allocated. Records with different search-key values may map to the same bucket, in which case we say that a collision occurs. To locate a record in a bucket with multiple keys the entire bucket has to be searched sequentially. Occasionally a bucket may have more records that hash into it than it can contain. When this occurs it is handled by invoking some overflow handling methods. Typical overflow handling methods include, separate chaining, rehashing, coalesced chaining, etc. To minimize the occurrence of overflow, a hash function has to be chosen to distribute the keys uniformly over the allocated buckets. Hashing methods on single attributes are discussed extensively in the literature \[25, 47, 79\].

An alternative to static hashing is dynamic hashing. Dynamic hashing uses a dynamically changing function that allows the addressed space, i.e., the number of allocated buckets, to grow and shrink with insertions and deletions of the records respectively. It embeds the handling of overflow records dynamically into its primary address space, to avoid explicit management of overflow buckets. Various techniques for dynamic hashing have been proposed. Notable among these are: dynamic hashing \[51\], linear hashing \[54\], extendible hashing \[30, 68\].

5 Multi-Dimensional Index Schemes

Multi-Dimensional indexing arises from the need for efficient query processing in numerous application domains where objects are generally characterized by feature vectors. They arise naturally from representation and querying of geometric objects such as points, lines, and polyhedra in computational geometry, graphics, multimedia and spatial databases. Other applications that have seen a considerable research in multi-dimensional data structures include data mining of scientific databases and geographic information systems. Objects characterized by \( k \)-dimensional feature vectors, are typically represented either by their spatial extents in the appropriate metric space or mapped as points in \( k \)-dimensional metric space that defines an appropriate metric measure of relationship between any two points \[33, 15, 74, 79\]. Depending on the types of queries on the objects, different data structures that recognize the spatial extents of the objects can be utilized. A more general approach however is still the mapping of these objects as points and then partitioning either the points or the embedding space. To illustrate these general approaches of representing objects that can be characterized by feature vectors, we consider the representation of line segments as in Figure 4, that are subjected to stabbing line and intersection queries.

Two well known memory resident data structures for representing such line segments for efficient processing of the stabbing line queries are the interval tree and segment tree \[74, 79\]. They also have corresponding disk based counterparts \[96\]. Since each line segment is characterized by a vector \( (lx, rx) \) of its left and right \( x \)-values, these can be mapped as points in 2-dimensional space as shown in Figure 5. The stabbing line query \( Q_1 = 4.5 \) translates to a range query of finding all line segments whose \( lx \leq 4.5 \) and \( rx \geq 4.5 \) as depicted in Figure 5. Similarly, a query that asks for all lines that overlap line \( F = (2, 6) \) also translates to a range query of finding all lines whose \( lx \leq 6 \) and \( rx \geq 2 \). The shaded region of Figure 6 is the area where the points of the response to query lie. In the illustrative example given, all lines are mapped onto points that lie above the 45-degree line. It is possible to choose a mapping that distributes the points uniformly in the embedding space. The basic idea is easily extended to objects of arbitrary shapes and dimensions such as rectangles, circles, spheres, etc. For example, a collection of rectangles may be repre-
sented either explicitly as rectangles with the appropriate index structure, such as R-trees [94] layered over it to processing queries on them, or mapped as points in a four dimensional data-space. In the subsequent discussion, we focus mostly on datasets that are \( k \)-dimensional and are perceived as points in \( k \)-dimensional space.

A sample of a 2-dimensional dataset is given in the table shown in Figure 7. The first three columns give the Y-values, the X-values and the labels respectively. The mapping of the dataset as points in a two dimensional space is shown in Figure 8, and is based on the Y- and X-values. The indexing mechanism used to access the data is highly dependent on the physical organization of the datasets. In high dimensional very large scientific datasets, the datasets are typically vertically partitioned and stored by columns. Such physical storage of datasets is amenable to efficient access by bitmaps and compressed bitmap indexes [4, 21, 48, 38, 102, 103]. Another popular physical representation of datasets, particularly when the datasets are perceived as points in a \( k \)-dimensional data space, is by tessellating the space into rectangular regions and then representing each region as a \textit{chunk} of data, i.e., all the points in a region are clustered in the same \textit{chunk}. A chunk typically corresponds to the physical page size of disk storage but may span more than one page. The different methods of tessellating and indexing the corresponding \textit{chunks} give rise to the numerous multi-dimensional indexing methods described in the literature. For example, the tessellation of the data space may be:

- overlapping or non-overlapping,
- flat or hierarchical, and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Linear Quad-Code</th>
<th>Linear Binary Gray-Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>y0</td>
<td>x6</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>010001 ⇒ 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y2</td>
<td>x6</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>011011 ⇒ 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y4</td>
<td>x3</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>101100 ⇒ 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y5</td>
<td>x3</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>101110 ⇒ 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y2</td>
<td>x1</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>021</td>
<td>001011 ⇒ 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y4</td>
<td>x1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>101001 ⇒ 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y1</td>
<td>x7</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>010010 ⇒ 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y2</td>
<td>x5</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>011111 ⇒ 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y1</td>
<td>x5</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>010111 ⇒ 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y6</td>
<td>x4</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>110110 ⇒ 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y7</td>
<td>x2</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>100101 ⇒ 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y6</td>
<td>x7</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>110010 ⇒ 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y5</td>
<td>x2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>101111 ⇒ 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y3</td>
<td>x0</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>023</td>
<td>001000 ⇒ 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y4</td>
<td>x5</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>111010 ⇒ 41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: A Sample Multi-attribute data

- based on equalizing the points in each region as much as possible or based on generating equal regions of spatial extents.

These chunking methods give rise to typical formats for array files. Examples of array files include the file formats known as NetCDF (network Common Data Format) [61], HDF4/HDF5 (Hierarchical Data Format) [42]. We briefly explore some of the widely used indexing methods that are based on tessellation of the data-space.

### 5.1 Multi-Dimensional Tree-Structured Indexing Methods

From the general approach of designing multi-dimensional index schemes, we examine now some special cases that lead to the class of tree-structured multi-dimensional indexing.

#### 5.1.1 K-D-Tree and LSD-Tree

The *K-D-Tree* [11, 33, 25] was designed as a memory resident data structure for efficient processing of range-, partial-match and partial-range queries. Given the k-dimensional data-space of a collection of points, the K-D-Tree is derived by tessellating the space with (k-1)-dimensional hyper-planes that are parallel to all but the axis being split. The split plane occurs at the position that splits the number of points as evenly as possible within the subspace being split. The choice of which axis to split is done cyclically. The subspace
tessellation proceeds recursively until the number of points in a region forms the desired chunk size of the data-space. Figure 9a illustrates the idea for a 2D-space tessellation that is represented explicitly as a tree structure in Figure 9b, for a chunk size of 2. Such a K-D-Tree is referred to as a region K-D-Tree as opposed to a point K-D-Tree. Rather than maintaining the leaf nodes, i.e., the data chunks, in memory these can be maintained on disks while the internal nodes of comparator values remain in memory. This variant of the K-D-Tree is referred to as the LSD-Tree (or Local Split Decision Tree), and is more suitable of large disk resident datasets. The idea is that when insertion causes a data chunk to exceed its capacity, a decision can be made to split the data chunk and to insert the split value as an internal node with pointers to the newly created leaves of data chunks. The memory resident tree nodes can always be maintained persistent by off-loading onto disk after a session and reloading before a session.

The complexity of building a K-D-Tree of $N$ points takes $O(N/B \cdot \log(N/B))$, for a chunk size of $B$. Insertion and deletion of a new point into a K-D-Tree takes $O(\log(N/B))$ time. One key result of the K-D-Tree is that partial-match and partial-range queries that a query involving $s$ of $k$ dimensions take $O((N/B)^{1-s/k} + r)$ time to answer, where $r$ is the number of the reported points, and $k$ the dimension of the K-D-Tree.

5.1.2 R-Tree and its Variants

The R-Tree, first proposed by Guttman [40], is an adaptation of the $B^+$-Tree to efficiently index objects contained in k-dimensional bounding boxes. The R-Tree is a height balanced tree consisting of internal and leaf nodes. The entries in the leaf nodes are pairs of values of the form $\langle RID, R \rangle$, where RID is the row identifier and $R$ is a vector of values that defines the minimum rectilinear bounding box (MBR) enclosing the object. Note that the object may simply be a point. An internal node is a collection of entries of the form $\langle ptr, R \rangle$, where $ptr$ is a pointer to a lower level node of the R-Tree, and $R$ is a minimum bounding box that encloses all MBRs of the lower level node. Figure 10a, shows a collection of points grouped into rectangular boxes of at most 3 points per box and indexed by an R-Tree.

Like the $B^+$-Tree, an R-Tree specifies the maximum number of entries $B$, that can be contained in a node and satisfies the following properties:

i. A leaf node contains between $B/2$ and $B$ entries unless it is the root node.

ii. For an entry $\langle RID, R \rangle$ in a leaf node, $R$ is the minimum rectilinear bounding box of the object $RID$. 
iii. An internal node contains between $B/2$ and $B$ entries unless it is the root node.

iv. For an entry $\langle \text{ptr}, R \rangle$ in an internal node, $R$ is the minimum rectilinear bounding box that encloses the MBRs in the node pointed to by $\text{ptr}$.

v. A root node can contain at least two children unless it is a leaf node.

vi. All leaf nodes appear at the same level.

The R-Tree representation of the rectangular regions of Figure 10a is shown in Figure 10b. Since the introduction of the R-Tree, various variants have been introduced. The R-Tree portal [94] gives implementation codes and papers of the different variants. It has had numerous applications in spatial databases, GIS, VLSI design and applications that depend on nearest neighbor searching in low multi-dimensional space. The R-Tree and its variants use rectilinear bounding boxes. The use of other geometric shapes as bounding boxes, such as circles/spheres have led to the development of similar index schemes such as the SR-Tree [46].

5.2 Multi-Dimensional Direct Access Methods

The conceptualized optimal multi-dimensional access method is one that can be correctly defined as a *dynamic order preserving multi-dimensional extendible hashing method*. The idea being that the location where a record is stored is derived by a simple computation; the utilized data space of the dataset will grow and shrink with insertions and deletions of data items and accessing records in consecutive key order should be just as efficient as a simple sequential scan of the data items given the first key value. Such a storage scheme is impossible to realize. However numerous close approximations to it have been realized. Notable among these is the Grid-File [62]. Other related multi-dimensional storage schemes are the optimal partial-match retrieval method [2], the multi-dimensional extendible hashing [69], and the BANG-file [32]. Other similar methods are also presented in [33, 79].

Consider the mapping of the dataset of Figure 7, as points in a two dimensional space as shown in Figure 8. The mapping is based on the Y- and X-values. A 2-dimensional Grid-File partitions the space rectilinearly into a first level structure of a grid-directory. The Y-values define a Y-axis that is split into $I_Y$ segments. Similarly the X-values define an X-axis that is split into $I_X$ segments. The grid-directory is comprised of an array of $I_Y \times I_X$ elements. An element of the grid-directory array stores the bucket address of the data buckets where the data item is actually stored. Given a key value $\langle y, x \rangle$, the $y$-value is mapped
onto a y-coordinate value $i_y$ and the x-value is mapped onto an x-coordinate value $i_x$. A look up of the grid-directory array entry $\langle i_y, i_x \rangle$ gives the bucket address where the record can be found or inserted. Since grid-directory and data buckets are disk resident, accessing an element using the grid director requires at most 2 disk accesses. The basic idea, illustrated with a 2-dimensional key space, can easily be generalized to arbitrary number of dimensions. For a dataset of n-buckets, a partial-match retrieval that specifies $s$ out $k$-dimensional values can be performed in $O(n^{1-s/k} + r)$ time where $r$ is the number of records in the response set.

### 5.3 Hybrid Indexing Methods

The term hybrid index refers to index structures that are composed of two or more access structures such as hashing (or direct access method), tree-based indexes, and simple sequential scans. In the preceding section on Grid-File, we saw that in the 2-dimensional grid-directory mapping, the key value of the form $\langle y, x \rangle$ is first translated into a $\langle i_y, i_x \rangle$ coordinate index that is used as an index of an array entry. The use of the $\langle i_y, i_x \rangle$ coordinate index is actually a mapping onto a 1-dimensional array which in a 2-dimensional array, happens to be either a row-major or a column-major addressing method. In general, given a k-dimensional index $K = \langle i_0, i_1 \ldots i_{k-1} \rangle$ one can generate a 1-dimensional mapping denoted as $I_K$, of the k-dimensional key and then use this in any of the tree-based index schemes described in the preceding sections. There are different methods by which 1-dimensional mapping can be formed. These are formally referred to as space filling curves [78]. Figure 11 gives some typical space filling curves generated from a 2-dimensional index and mapped onto 1-dimensional codes.

The most popular of the space filling curves that have been used in numerous application is the Morton or Z-order mapping. It is generated simply by k-cyclic interlacing of the bits of the binary representation of the k-dimensional index of the data-space. Its simplicity and the fact that it is consistent with the linear quad-tree encoding of the space, makes it one of the most widely encoding methods in applications [34, 52, 71, 79]. Alternative methods to the Z-order encoding are the Hilbert order encoding [57] and the Gray-Code encoding [79]. In the table shown in Figure 7, column 4 shows the linear quad-code (or Z-order code), generated from a 8 × 8 grid partitioning of the data-space. Note that linear quad-code is a base $k$ string of digits formed by taking k-bits of the Z-order codes. The Gray-Code encodings of the points are shown in column 5. The Figures 12a and 12b depict the spatial representations and code labels of points in a 2-D data-space for the Z-order and Gray-Code encoding respectively.
5.3.1 Quaternary/Hierarchical Triangular Mesh

While most database applications deal with planar and hyper-rectilinear regions, some large scientific applications deal with datasets that lie on spherical surfaces. Examples of these are datasets from climate models, GIS and Astronomy. The approach to indexing regions on spherical surfaces is similar to the method of linear quad-code or Morton-sequence order encoding of planar regions. The basic idea is to approximate the sphere by a base platonic solid such as a tetrahedron, hexahedron (or cube), octahedron, icosahedron, etc. If we consider say the octahedron, a spherical surface is approximated at level 0 by 8 planar triangular surfaces. By bisecting the mid-points of each edge and pushing the mid-points along a ray from the center of the sphere that passes through the mid-point to the surface, $4 \times 8$ triangular surfaces are generated at level 1. Using such recursive edge bisection procedure, the solid formed from the patches of triangular planes approximates closer and closer to the sphere. The process is depicted in Figure 13. Two base platonic solids that have been frequently used in such approximation schemes of the sphere are the octahedron and the icosahedron shown in Figures 14a and 14b respectively. Consider the use of an inscribed octahedron as the base solid. Indexing a point on a spherical surface, at any level of the tessellation, amounts then to indexing its projection on the triangular patch that the point lies at that level. If we now pair the triangular upper and lower triangular patches to form four quadrants, then the higher level tessellation of each quadrant is similar to the higher level tessellation of planar regions that can now be encoded using any of the space filling curve encoding scheme. In the Figure 14a we illustrate such a possible encoding with the Z-order encoding. Variations of the technique just described, according to whether the base inscribing platonic solid is either an octahedron, cube or an icosahedron, and the manner of labeling the triangular regions form the basis of the various techniques known as the Quaternary Triangular Mesh (QTM), Hierarchical Triangular Mesh, Semi-Quadcode (SQC), etc., [7, 8, 53, 79, 93].

5.4 Simple Scanned Access of Multi-Dimensional Datasets

Most of the multi-dimensional access methods described in preceding sections are only suitable for low dimensional datasets of the order of $k \leq 8$. For datasets with higher dimensionality the Curse of Dimensionality sets in. The term curse of dimensionality was coined by Bellman to describe the problem caused by the exponential increase in volume associated with adding dimensions to a metric space [10]. This has two main implications on an indexing method. As the number of dimensions of data increases, the index size increases as well. Such indexes are usually only effective for exact-match queries and range queries.
where all indexed dimensions are used, if only a few of the indexed dimensions are used, the effectiveness of the index deteriorates dramatically.

Many index methods have been proposed to address the curse of dimensionality including the well-known X-Tree [13] and pyramid tree [12]. These methods typically address the index size issue, but fail to address the performance issue on partial range queries. For a k-dimensional data structure partitioned into $n$ buckets, the complexity of processing a partial range query involving $s$ out of $k$ dimensions is $O(n^{1-s/k} + r)$ for both X-Tree and pyramid tree. If $s = d$, which is the case for an exact match query or a full range query, $O(1)$ buckets are accessed. If $k$ is large and $s = 1$, nearly all the pages are accessed. This prompted the question of whether a simple sequential scan is satisfactory for high dimensional data sets [14, 82]. In the case of similarity searches in high-dimensional space, one effective method is the use of sequential scan but with the attribute values mapped onto fixed length strings of about 64–128 bits. The method is termed the VA-File approach [97]. Other more efficient methods are the bitmap indexes described in the next section.
6 Bitmap Index

In this section, we separately review the current work on bitmap indexes because it is a more effective in accelerating query processing on large scientific datasets than other techniques reviewed earlier. The bitmap indexes are generally efficient for answering queries. In fact, certain compressed bitmap indexes are known to have the theoretically optimal computational complexity [103]. They are relatively compact compared to common implementations of B-Trees, and they scale well for high-dimensional data and multi-dimensional queries. Because they do not require the data records to be in any particular order, they can easily take on data with any organization to improve the overall data processing task beyond the querying step.

In this section, we explain the key concept of bitmap index, and review three categories of techniques for improving bitmap indexes: compression, encoding and binning. We end this section with two case studies on using a particular implementation of bitmap indexes called FastBit\(^2\).

6.1 The basic bitmap index

Figure 15 shows a logical view of the basic bitmap index. Conceptually, this index contains the same information as a B-tree [24, 65]. The key difference is that a B-tree would store a list of Row IDentifiers (RIDs) for each distinct value of column A, whereas a bitmap index represents the same information as sequences of bits, which we call bitmaps. In this basic bitmap index, each bitmap corresponds to a particular value of the column. A bit with value 1 indicates that a particular row has the value represented by the bitmap. What is required here is a durable mapping from RIDs to positions in the bitmaps [63].

An additional existence bitmap may be used to indicate whether a bit position in a bitmap is used or not. Such existence bitmap may also be used to indicate whether a particular record has been deleted without recreating the whole bitmap index. This mapping mechanism is robust to changes and can be applied to all bitmap indexes of a table.

In most scientific applications, data records are stored in densely packed arrays [35, 49, 59], therefore, a more straightforward mapping between the RIDs and positions in bitmaps can be used. Furthermore, most scientific data contain only fix-sized data values, such as integers and floating-point values, and are stored in multi-dimensional arrays. In these cases, the array index is a durable mapping between bit positions and data records. Usually such RIDs are not stored explicitly.

---

\(^2\)FastBit software is available from https://codeforge.lbl.gov/projects/fastbit/.
The bitmap indexes are particularly useful for query-intensive applications, such as data warehousing and OLAP [66, 112]. One of the key reasons is that queries can be answered with bitwise logical operations on the bitmaps. In the example shown in Figure 15, a query “A < 2” can be answered by performing bitwise OR on \(b_1\) and \(b_2\) \((b_1 \mid b_2)\). Since most computer hardware support such bitwise logical operations efficiently, the queries can be answered efficiently in general. Another key reason is that answers from different bitmap indexes can be easily combined. This is because the answers from each bitmap index is a bitmap and combining the different answers simply requires additional bitwise logical operations. Because combining answers from different indexes efficiently is such an important consideration, a number of DBMS that do not support bitmap indexes, such as PostgreSQL and MS SQL Server, even convert intermediate solutions to bitmaps to combine them more effectively.

Because results from different indexes can be efficiently combined, a bitmap index is built for one column only, and composite bitmap indexes for multiple columns are rarely used. This simplifies the decisions on what indexes to build because one does not need to consider composite indexes. This also simplifies the query optimization because there are less indexes to consider.

The biggest weakness of the basic bitmap index is that its size grows linearly with the number of distinct values of the column being indexed. Next we review three sets of strategies to control the index sizes and improve the query response time, namely, compression, encoding and binning.

### 6.2 Compression

Each individual bitmap in a bitmap index can be compressed with a data compression method [60]. Any lossless compression may be used. However, the specialized bitmap compression methods typically offer faster bitwise logical operations and consequently faster query response time [3, 45]. The most widely used bitmap compression method is Byte-aligned Bitmap Code (BBC) [4, 5]. More recently, another bitmap compression method called Word-Aligned Hybrid (WAH) code was shown to perform bitwise logical operations more than 10 times faster than BBC [107, 109].

WAH gains its speed partly from its simplicity. For long sequences of 0s or 1s, it uses run-length encoding to represent them and for relatively short sequences of mixed 0s and 1s, it represents the bits literally. Hence, it is a hybrid of two methods. Another key feature that enables it to achieve performance is that the compressed data are word-aligned. More specifically, WAH compressed data contains two types of words; literal words and fill words.

A literal word contains one bit to indicate its type and uses the remaining bits to store the bitmap literally. On a 32-bit word system, it may use the most significant bit to indicate the type of the word, and use the remaining 31-bit to store the bitmap. A fill word similarly needs 1 bit to indicate its type. It uses another bit to indicate whether the bits are all 0s or all 1s, and the remaining bits is used to store the number of bits in a bitmap it represents. The number of bits represented by a WAH fill word is always a multiple of the number of bits stored in a literal word. Therefore, the length of a fill is stored as this multiple instead of the actual number of bits. For example, a fill of 62-bits will be recorded as being of length 2 because it is 2 times the number of bits that can be stored in a literal word (31). This explicitly enforces the word-alignment requirement and allows one to easily figure out how many literal words a fill word corresponds to during a bitwise logical operation. Another important property is that it allows one to store any fill in a single fill word as long as the number of bits in a bitmap can be stored in a word. This is an important property that simplifies the theoretical analysis of WAH compression [103]. An illustration of WAH compression on a 32-bit machine is shown in Figure 16(a).

Figure 16(b) shows some examples to illustrate the effects of compression on overall query response time. In this case the commercial DBMS implementation of compressed bitmap index (marked as “DBMS bitmap index”) uses BBC compression, while “FastBit index” uses WAH compression. The query response time reported are average time values over thousands of ad hoc range queries that produce the same number of hits. Over the whole range of different number of hits, the WAH compressed indexes answer queries about 14 times faster than the commercial bitmap indexes.
Figure 16: The effects of compression on query response time. The faster WAH compression used in FastBit reduces the query response time by an order of magnitude. (Illustration adapted from [89])

In addition to being efficient in timing measurements, WAH compressed basic bitmap index is also theoretically optimal. In the worst case, the query response time is a linear function of the number of hits according to our analysis in [102, 103]. A few of the best B-tree variants have the same theoretical optimality as the WAH compressed bitmap index [24]. However, bitmap indexes are much faster in answering queries that return more than a handful of hits as illustrated in Figure 16. Since the basic bitmap index contains the same information as a typical B-tree, it is possible to switch between bitmaps and RID lists to always use the more compact representation as suggested in the literature [65]. This is an alternative form of compression that was found to perform quite well in a comparison with WAH compressed indexes [63].

The bitmap compression methods are designed to reduce the index sizes and they are quite effective at this. Discussions on how each compression method controls the index size are prominent in many research articles. Since there is plenty of information on the index sizes, we have chosen to concentrate on the query response time. Interested readers can obtain more information on discussions on the index sizes in [109, 45].

6.3 Bitmap encoding

Bitmap encoding techniques can be thought of as ways of manipulating the bitmaps produced by the basic bitmap index to either reduce the number of bitmaps in an index or reduce the number of bitmaps needed to answer a query. For example, to answer a range query of the form “A < 3” in the example given in Figure 15, one needs to OR the three bitmaps \( b_1 \), \( b_2 \) and \( b_3 \). If most of the queries involve only one-sided range conditions as in this example, then it is possible to store \( C \) bitmaps that correspond to \( A \leq a_i \) for each of the \( C \) distinct values of \( A \). We call \( C \) the column cardinality of \( A \). Such a bitmap index would have the same number of bitmaps as the basic bitmap index, but can answer all one-sided range queries by reading one bitmap. This is the range encoding proposed by Chan and Ioannidis [21]. The same authors also proposed another encoding method called the interval encoding that uses about half as many bitmaps as the basic bitmap index, but answers any range queries with only two bitmaps [22]. The encoding used in the basic bitmap index is commonly referred to as the equality encoding. Altogether, there are three basic bitmap encoding methods: equality, range, and interval encodings.

The three basic bitmap encodings can be composed together to form two types of composite encoding schemes: multi-component encoding [21, 22] and multi-level encoding [86, 108]. The central idea of multi-component encoding is to break the key value corresponding to a bitmap into multiple components in the same way an integer number is broken into multiple digits in a decimal representation. In general, each “digit” may use a different basis size. For an integer attribute with values between 0 and 62, we can use two
components of basis sizes 7 and 9, and index each component separately. If the equality encoding is used for both components, then we use 7 bitmaps for one component and 9 bitmaps for the other. Altogether we use 16 bitmaps instead of 63 had the equality encoding been used directly on the key values. It is easy to see that using more components can reduce the number of bitmaps needed, which may reduce the index size. To carry this to the extreme, we can make all base sizes 2 and use the maximum number of components. This particular multi-component encoding can be optimized to be the binary encoding [100], which is also known as the bit-sliced index [64, 66]. This encoding produces the minimum number of bitmaps and the corresponding index size is the smallest without compression. A number of authors have explored different strategies of using this type of encoding [20, 112].

To answer a query using a multi-component index, all components are typically needed, therefore, the average query response time may increase with the number of components. It is unclear how many components would offer the best performance. A theoretical analysis concluded that two components offer the best space-time trade-off [21]. However, practitioners have stayed away from two-component encodings; existing commercial implementations either uses one-component equality encoding (the basic bitmap index) or the binary encoding. This discrepancy between the theoretical analysis and the current best practice is because the analysis has failed to account for compression which is a necessary part of a practical bitmap index implementation.

A multi-level index is composed of a hierarchy of nested bins on a column. Since a level in such an index is a complete index on its own, a query may be answered with one or a combination of different levels of a multi-level index. Therefore, this type of composite index offers a different type of trade-off than the multi-component index [86, 108]. We will give more detailed information about the multi-level indexes in the next subsection after we explain the basic concept of binning.

Because of the simplicity of WAH compression, it is possible to thoroughly analyze the performance of WAH compressed indexes [110]. This analysis confirms the merit of the basic equality encoding and the binary encoding. Among the multi-level encodings, the new analysis reveals that two levels are best for a variety of parameter choices. More specifically, it identifies three two-level encoded indexes that have the same theoretical optimality as the WAH compressed basic index, but can answer queries faster on average. Figure 17 shows some timing measurements to support the analysis. In this case, we see that two-level

Figure 17: The query response time of five different bitmap encoding methods with WAH compression (BN: binary encoding, E1: the basic one-component equality encoding, EE: two-level equality-equality encoding, RE: two-level range-equality encoding, IE: two-level interval-equality encoding).
encodings (equality-equality encoding EE, range-equality encoding RE, and interval-equality encoding IE) can be as much as ten times faster than the basic bitmap index (marked E1). On the average, the two-level encoded indexes are about 3 to 5 times faster than both the basic bitmap index and the binary encoded index (BN) [110].

6.4 Binning

Scientific data often contains floating-point values with extremely high column cardinality. For example, the temperature and pressure in a combustion simulation can take on a large range of possible values and each value rarely repeats in a dataset. The basic bitmap index will generate many millions of bitmaps in a typical dataset. Such indexes are typically large and slow to work with, even with the best compression and bitmap encoding. We observed that such precise indexing is often unnecessary since the applications don’t usually demand full precision. For example, a typical query involving pressure is of the form “pressure \( \geq 2 \times 10^7 \) Pascal.” In this case, the constant in the query expression has only one significant digit. Often, such constants have no more than a few significant digits. One may take advantage of this observation and significantly reduce the number of bitmaps used in a bitmap index.

In general, the technique of grouping many values together is called binning [48, 83, 88, 105]. The values placed in a bin are not necessarily consecutive values [48]. However, the most common forms of binning always place values from a consecutive range into a bin. For example, if the valid pressure values are in the range between 0 and \( 10^9 \), we may place values between 0 and 1 in the first bin, values between 1 and 10 in the second bin, values between 10 and 100 in the third bin, and so on. This particular form of binning is commonly known as logarithmic binning. To produce a binned index that will answer all range conditions using one-digit query boundaries, we can place all values that round to the same one-digit number into a bin\(^3\).

A simple way to divide all pressure values between 0 and \( 10^9 \) into 100 bins would be to place all values between \( i \times 10^7 \) and \((i + 1) \times 10^7\) in bin \( i \). We call them equal-width bins. Since each equal-width bin may contain a different number of records, the corresponding bitmaps will have varying sizes and the amount of work associated with them will be different too. One way to reduce this variance is to make sure that each bin has the same number of records. We call such bins equal-weight bins. To produce such equal-weight bins, we need to first find the number of occurrences for each value. Computing such detailed histogram may take a long time and a large amount of memory, because there may be a large number of distinct values. We can sample the data to produce an approximate histogram, or produce a set of fine-grain equal-width bins and coalesce the fine bins into the desired number of nearly equal-weight bins.

The multi-level bitmap indexes are composed of multiple bitmap indexes; each one corresponding to a different granularity of binning. To make it easier to reuse information from different levels of binning, we ensure that the bin boundaries from coarser levels are a subset of those used for the next finer level of bins. This generates a hierarchy of bins. To minimize the average query processing cost, the multi-level bitmap indexes mentioned in the previous subsection always uses equal-weight bins for the coarse levels. These indexes all use two levels of bins with the fine level having one bitmap for each distinct value. We consider such indexes to be precise indexes because they can answer any queries with the bitmaps, without accessing the base data.

Even though, binning can reduce the number of bitmaps and improve the query response time in many cases. However, for some queries, we have to go back to the base data in order to answer the queries accurately. For example, if we have 100 equal-width bins for pressure between 0 and \( 10^9 \), then the query condition “pressure \( \geq 2.5 \times 10^7 \)” can be resolved with the index only. We know bins 0 and 1 contain records that satisfy the query condition, and bins 3 and onwards contain records that do not satisfy the condition, but we are not sure which records in bin 2 satisfy the condition. We need to examine the actual values of all records in bin 2 to decide. In this case, we say that bin 2 is the boundary bin of the query.

\(^3\)A caveat: we actually split all values that round to a low precision number \( \bar{x} \) into two bins, one for those round up to \( \bar{x} \) and one for those that round down to \( \bar{x} \).
and call the records in bin 2 candidates of the query. The process of examining the raw data to resolve the query accurately is called candidate checking. When a candidate check is needed, it often dominates the total query response time. There are number of different approaches to minimize the impact of candidate checks. One approach is to reorder the expression being evaluated to minimize the overall cost of candidate checks [88]. Another approach is to place the bin boundaries to minimize the cost of evaluating a fixed set of queries [48, 77, 76, 75].

Both approaches mentioned above do not actually reduce the cost of a candidate checking operation. More recently, a new approach was proposed to do just that [111]. It does so by providing a clustered copy named Order-preserving Bin-based Clustering (OrBiC) of the base data. Since the values of all records in a bin are organized contiguously, the time needed for a candidate checking operation is minimized. In tests, this approach was shown to significantly outperform the unbinned indexes. Figure 18 shows some performance numbers to illustrate the key advantages of the new approach. In Figure 18(a), we see that the binned index with OrBiC outperforms the one without OrBiC for all query condition tested. In Figure 18(b), we see how the advantage of OrBiC varies with the number of bins. Clearly, we see that the advantage of OrBiC is significantly affected by the number of bins used. The analysis provided by the authors can predict the optimal number of bins for simple types of data [111], but additional work is needed to determine the number of bins for more realistic data.

6.5 Implementations

The first commercial implementation of a bitmap index was in Model 204 from early 1980s [65], and it is still available as a commercial product from Computer Corporation of American. A number of popular DBMS products have since implemented variants of bitmap index. For example, ORACLE has a BBC compressed bitmap index, IBM DB2 has the Encoded Vector Index, IBM Informix products have two versions of bitmap indexes (one for low cardinality data and one for high cardinality data), and Sybase IQ data warehousing products have two versions of bitmap indexes as well. These bitmap index implementations are either based on the basic bitmap index or the bit-sliced index, which are two best choices among all multi-component bitmap indexes [110].

There are a number of research prototypes with numerous bitmap indexes [63, 106]. In particular, FastBit is freely available for anyone to use and extend. We next briefly describe some of the key features of the FastBit software.

FastBit is distributed as C++ source code and can be easily integrated into a data processing system. On its own, it behaves as a minimalistic data warehousing system with column-oriented data organization. Its strongest feature is a comprehensive set of bitmap indexing functions that include innovative techniques in
all three categories discussed above. For compression, FastBit offers WAH as well as the option to uncompress some bitmaps. For encoding, FastBit implements all four theoretically optimal compressed bitmap indexes in addition to a slew of bitmap encodings proposed in the research literature. For binning, it offers the unique low-precision binning as well as a large set of common binning options such as equal-width, equal-weight and log-scale binning. Because of the extensive indexing options available, it is a good tool for conducting research in indexing. In 2007, two PhD theses involving FastBit software were successfully completed, which demonstrate the usefulness of FastBit as a research tool [72, 85]. FastBit has also been successfully used in a drug screening software TrixX-BMI, and was shown to speed up virtual screening by 12 times on average in one case and hundreds of times in another [80]. The chapter on visualization describes another application of using FastBit for network traffic analysis. Later in Section 7.3 we will briefly describe another application of using FastBit in analysis of High-Energy Physics data.

7 Data Organization and Parallelization

In this section, we briefly review a number of data management systems to discuss the different aspects of data organizations and their impact on query performance. Since many of the systems are parallel systems, we also touch on the issue of parallelization. Most of the systems reviewed here don’t have extensive indexing support. We also present a small test comparing one of these systems against FastBit to demonstrate that indexing could improve the query performance. Finally, we discuss the Grid Collector as an example of a smart iterator that combines indexing methods with parallel data processing to significantly speed up large scale data analysis.

7.1 Data processing systems

To access data efficiently, the underlying data must be organized in a suitable manner, since the speed of query processing depends on the data organization. In most cases, the data organization of a data processing system is inextricably linked to the system design. Therefore we can not easily separate the data organization issue from the systems that support them. Next, we review a few example systems to see how their data organizations affects the query processing speed. Since most of the preceding discussion applies to the traditional DBMS systems, we will not discuss them any further.

Column-based systems The column-based systems are extensively discussed in Chapter 11. Here, we will only mention some names and give a brief argument on their effectiveness.

There are a number of commercial database systems that organize their data in column-oriented fashion, for example, Sybase IQ, Vertica, and Kx Systems [98]. Among them, Kx Systems can be regarded as an array database because it treats an array as a first-class citizen like an integer number. There are a number of research systems that uses vertical data organization as well, for example, C-Store [91, 90], MonetDB [17, 16], and FastBit. One common feature of all these systems is that they logically organize values of a column together. This offers a number of advantages. For example, a typical query only involves a small number of columns, the column-oriented data organization allows the system to only access the columns involved, which minimizes the I/O time. In addition, since the values in a column are of the same type, it is easier to determine the location of each value and avoid accessing irrelevant rows. The values in a column are more likely to be the same than values from different columns as in row-oriented data organization, which makes it more effective to apply compression on data [1].

Special-purpose data analysis systems Most of the scientific data formats such as FITS, NetCDF and HDF5 come with their own data access and analysis libraries, and can be considered as special-purpose data analysis systems. By far the most developed of such systems is ROOT [18, 70, 19]. ROOT is a data management system developed by physicists originally for High-Energy Physics data. It currently manages many petabytes of data around the world, more than many of the well-known commercial DBMS products.
ROOT uses an object-oriented metaphor for its data, a unit of data is called an object or an event (of High-Energy collision), which corresponds to a row in a relational table. The records are grouped into files and the primary access method to records in a file is to iterate through them with an iterator. Once an event is available to the user, all of its attributes are available. This is essentially the row-oriented data access. In recent versions of ROOT, it is possible to split some attributes of an event to store them separately. This provides a means to allow for column-oriented data access.

ROOT provides an extensive set of data analysis framework, which makes analyses of High-Energy Physics data convenient and interactive. Its interpreted C++ environment also offers the possibility of infinitely complex analysis that some users desire. Since each ROOT file can be processed independently, the ROOT system also offer huge potential for parallel processing on a cluster of commodity computers. This is a nice feature that enabled the cash strapped physicists to effectively process petabytes of data before anyone else could. The ROOT system is now being extensively used by many scientific applications, and has even gained some fans in the commercial world. More information about ROOT can be found at http://root.cern.ch/.

**MapReduce parallel analysis system** The MapReduce parallel data analysis model has gained considerable attention recently [27, 28, 50]. Under this model, a user only needs to write a map function and a reduce function in order to make use of a large cluster of computers. This ease of use is particularly attractive because many other parallel data analysis systems require much more programming effort. This approach has been demonstrated to be effective in a number of commercial settings.

There are a number of different implementations of MapReduce system following the same design principle. In particular, there is a open-source implementation from the Apache Hadoop project which is available for anyone to use. To use this system, one needs to place the data on a parallel file system supported by the MapReduce run-time system. The run-time system manages the distribution of the work onto different processors, selecting the appropriate data files for each processor, and passing the data records from the file to the map and reduce functions. The run-time system also manages the coordination among the parallel tasks, collects the final results, and recovers any errors. An illustration of these steps is shown in Figure 19 [28].
The MapReduce system treats all data records as key/value pairs. The primary mechanism offer in this model is an iterator (identified by a key). Recall that the ROOT system also provides a similar iterator for data access. Another similarity is that both ROOT and MapReduce can operate on large distributed data. The key difference between ROOT and MapReduce is that the existing MapReduce systems rely on underlying parallel file systems for managing and distributing the data, while the ROOT system uses a set of daemons to deliver the files to the parallel jobs. In a MapReduce system, the content of the data is opaque to the run-time system and the user has to explicitly extract the necessary information for processing. In the ROOT system, an event has a known definition and accessing to attributes of an event therefore requires less work.

The data access mechanism provided by a MapReduce system can be considered as row-oriented because all values associated with a key are read into memory when the iterator points to the key/value pair. On structured data, for a typical query that requires only a small number of attributes, a MapReduce system is unlikely to deliver poorer performance than a parallel column-oriented system such as MonetDB, C-Store, or Vertica. The MapReduce systems is proven effective for unstructured data.

Custom data processing hardware  The speed of accessing secondary storage in the past few decades practically remain unchanged compared with the increases in the speed of main memory and CPU. For this reason, the primary bottleneck for efficient data processing is often the disk. There has been a number of commercial efforts to build data processing systems using custom hardware to more efficiently answer queries. Here we very briefly discuss two such systems: Netezza [26] and Teradata [29, 6].

Netezza attempts to improve query processing speed by have smart disk controllers that can filter data records as they are read off the physical media. An high-level illustration of the system is shown in Figure 20 [26].

In a Netezza server, there is a front-end system that accepts the usual SQL commands, so the user can continue to use the existing SQL code developed for other DBMS systems. Inside the server, a SQL query is processed on a number of different Snippet Processing Units (SPUs), where each SPU has its own disk and processing logic. The results from different SPUs are gathered by the front-end host and presented to the user. In general, the idea of off-loading some data processing to the disk controllers to make an active storage system could benefit many different applications [73, 56].

The most unique feature of Teradata warehousing system is the BYNET interconnect that connects the main data access modules called AMPs (Access Module Processors). The designed of BYNET allows bandwidth among the AMPs to scale linearly with the number of AMPs (up to 4096 processors). It also is
fault tolerant and performs automatic load balancing. The early versions of AMPs are similar to Netezza’s “smart disk controllers,” however, the current version of AMPs are software entities that utilizes commodity disk systems.

To the user, both Netezza and Teradata behave as a typical DBMS system, which is a convenience feature for the user. On disks, both systems appear to be followed the traditional DBMS systems, i.e., storing their data in the row-oriented organization. Potentially, using the column-oriented organization may improve their performances. Teradata has hash and B-Tree indexes, while Netezza does not use any index method.

7.2 Indexes still useful

Many of the specialized data management systems mentioned above do not employ any index method. When the analysis task calls for all or a large fraction, say one-tenth, of records in a dataset, then having an index may not accelerate the overall data processing. However, there are plenty of cases where indexes can dramatically speed up the query processing. For example, for interactive exploration, one might selected a few million records from a dataset with billions of records. Going through the whole dataset to find a few million is likely to take longer than using an effective index. Another example is in query estimation. Often, before users commit to evaluate subsets of data records, they may want to know the size of the result and the possible processing time. This task is usually better accomplished with indexes. Additionally, indexes may provide a faster way to gather some statistics. To illustrate the usefulness of an index in accomplishing such tasks, we next give a specific example of answering count queries from the Set Query Benchmark.

The Set Query Benchmark is a benchmark designed to evaluate the performance of OLAP type applications [67, 63]. The test data contains 12 columns of uniform random numbers plus a sequence number that serves as row identifiers. Our test uses queries of the form “Select count(*) From Bench Where ....” which we call count queries [63]. We use a test dataset with 100 million rows instead of the original specification of 1 million rows. In the test dataset, we also adjust the column cardinality of the two random columns to be 25 million and 50 million instead of 250,000 and 500,000 as the benchmark specification indicated. We note that such uniform random values with extremely high column cardinalities are the worst type of data for the compressed bitmap indexes. The table in Figure 21 contains the names of these count queries, Q1, Q2A, Q2B, and so on. Each of these queries have a number of different instances that involves different columns or different query conditions. Figure 21(a) shows the total time to complete all instances of a query and Figure 21(b) shows the query response time for each instance of Q1.

The query response times are gathered from two systems; one with a compressed bitmap index and the other with compressed columns but without any index. The bitmap index is from FastBit and the indexless system is a commercial product that reorders and compresses the base data. This indexless system is advertised as the fastest data processing system. During our testing, we consulted with the vendor to obtain the best ordering and compression options available at the time. The two systems are run on the same computer with a 2.8GHz Intel Pentium CPU and a small hardware RAID that is capable of supporting about 60MB/s throughput.

The time results in Figure 21 clearly indicate that indexes are useful for these set of queries. Overall, one can answer all the queries about 11 times faster using bitmap indexes than using the compressed base data. Figure 21(b) shows some performance details that helps to explain the observed differences. The horizontal axis in Figure 21(b) is the column cardinality. The best reordering strategy that minimizes the overall query response time is to order the lowest cardinality column first, then the next lowest cardinality column, and so on. More specifically, the column with cardinality 2 (the lowest cardinality) is complete sorted; when the lowest cardinality column values are the same, the rows are ordered according to the column with cardinality 4; when the first two columns have the same value, the rows are ordered according to the next lowest cardinality column. This process continues on all columns including the column of sequence numbers. After this reordering, the first few columns are very nearly sorted and can be compressed very well. Their compressed sizes are much smaller than the original data and Q1 queries (Select count(*) From Bench Where :col = 2, where :col is the name of a column in the test dataset) can be answered very
7.3 Using Indexes to Make Smart Iterators

The previous set of tests demonstrate that one can use indexes to count the number of results of queries. Next, we present another example where indexes can be used to make “smart iterators” to speed up data analysis. More specifically, we present a case where FastBit is used to implement an efficient Event Iterator for a distributed data analysis of a large collection of High-Energy Physics data from STAR.

The Event Iterator was implemented for a plug-in to the STAR analysis framework called Grid Collector [101, 104]. STAR is a high-energy physics experiment that collects billions of events on collisions of high-energy nuclei. The records about collisions are organized into files with a few hundred events each. Most analysis tasks in STAR go through a relatively small subset of the events (from a few thousand of events to a few million events out of billions) to gather statistics about various attributes of the collisions. The basic method for analyzing the volumes of data collected by the STAR experiment is to specify a set of files and then iterate through each collision events in the files. Typically, a user program filters the events based on a set of high-level summary attributes called tags and compute statistics on a subset of desired events. The Grid Collector allows the user to specify the selection criteria as conditions on the tags and directly deliver the selected events to the analysis programs. Effectively, the Grid Collector replaces the existing simple iterator with a smart iterator that understands the conditions on the tags and extracts events satisfying the specified conditions for analysis. This remove the need for users to manage the files explicitly, reduce the amount of data read from the disks and speed up the overall analysis process as shown in Figure 22.

In Figure 22(a), we show a block diagram of the key components of the Grid Collector. The main Grid Collector component can be viewed as an Event Catalog that contains all tags of every collision events collected by the STAR experiment. This component runs as a server and is also responsible for extracting the
tag values, building bitmap indexes, resolving conditions on tags to identify relevant data files, locating these files, and coordinating with various storage resource managers [84] (see Chapter 3 for details) to retrieve the files when necessary. All of these tasks together delivers the selected events to the analysis code.

In Figure 22(b), we show the observed speedup values versus the selectivity of the analysis task. In this case, the selectivity is defined as the fraction of events in the data files that are selected for an analysis task. The Grid Collector speeds up analysis tasks primarily by reducing the amount of disk pages accessed. Because the selected events typically are randomly scattered in the data files, the data files are compressed in blocks [18], and the analysis jobs often involve significant amount of computation, therefore, the speed up is not the inverse of selectivity. However, as the selectivity decreases, the average speedup value increases. When one out of 1000 events is selected, the speedup values are observed to be between 20 and 50. Even if one in ten events are used in an analysis job, the observed speedup is more than 2. STAR has hundreds of users at their various analysis facilities, improving these facilities overall throughput by a factor of 2 is a great benefit to the whole community.

As mentioned before, other parallel data management systems such Hadoop currently iterate through all data records as well. A smart iterator similar to that of Grid Collector could benefit such a system as well.

8 Summary and Future Trends

In this chapter, we discussed two basic issues for accelerating queries on large scientific datasets, namely indexing and data organization. Since the data organizations are typically tied to an individual data management system, we also briefly touched on a number of different systems with distinct data organization schemes.

The bulk of this chapter discusses different types of index methods; most of which are better suited for secondary storage. Applications that use scientific data don’t require simultaneous read and write accesses of the same dataset. This allows the data and indexes to be packed more tightly than in transactional applications. Furthermore, the indexes can be designed to focus more on query processing speed and with less on updating of individual records. In general, scientific data tend to have a large number of searchable attributes, and require indexes on every searchable attribute, whereas a database for a banking application may require only one index for the primary key.

After reviewing many of the well-known multi-dimensional indexes, we concluded that the bitmaps are the most appropriate indexing schemes for scientific data. We reviewed some recent advances in bitmap index research and discussed their uses in two examples. These examples use an open-source bitmap index
software called FastBit. The first example demonstrated the usefulness of indexes by measuring the time
needed to answer a set of queries from the Set Query Benchmark. We saw that FastBit outperforms the best
available indexless system by an order of magnitude. This demonstrates that there are situations where the
use an index significantly improves performance of an application. The second example demonstrated the
use FastBit indexes to implement a smart iterator for a distributed data analysis framework. Since an iterator
is a convenient way to access a large datasets on parallel systems, the example demonstrated an effective
way of using indexes for parallel data analysis.

As datasets grow in size, all data analyses are likely to be performed on parallel computers. Off-loading
some data processing tasks to the disk controller (as the Netezza system does) or other custom hardware
could be an effective strategy to improve the efficiency of query processing. However, advanced indexing
techniques will continue to be an indispensable tool for analyzing massive datasets.
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